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My story line
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Clarify what is meant with technology
Introduce technological change
Explain discontinuities and disruptions
Why is knowledge intensity increasing?
How knowledge is disseminated and adapted in society
Strengthening technological capability
Assessing South Africa
Insights from my research and fieldwork
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Technology
• In Greek, the word “Techne” means a sense of craft or knowing about
action
• Technology always has a purpose
• Simpler technologies were based directly on natural phenomena, e.g.
that a hard rock can shape a softer rock
• In more advanced technologies we still harness the phenomena of
nature, but we often don’t associate it with the original phenomena.
• We use technology to develop technology. It is not possible to develop
technology without technology…

A broader definition of technology
HARDWARE
Machines
Tools
Systems

Elements of
Technology

Objects of
Technology

ORGANISATION
Management
External network
Quality Control
Maintenance
Technical service
Technological
infrastructure

KNOWLEDGE
Experience
Skills
Attitudes
Basic Education
Vocational training
Ongoing training
Science
Information

Technological change
Technological change follows a
cyclical pattern
• Discontinuity is introduced
• Transition where a few dominant
designs emerge
• Amplification phase has a long tail
of incremental change, with
occasional disruptions

Technological change is not a fast
process,
• more like the development of a
language: slow, organic &
cumulative
• than of a product: focused,
concentrated & rational
J. A Utterback, 1985
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Discontinuities & disruptions
• Discontinuities occur at rare & irregular intervals
• Process: fundamentally different ways of making a
product
• Product: fundamentally different products creating
new markets

• Discontinuities can be:
• Competence enhancing
• Competence destroying
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Increasing knowledge intensity
• The knowledge to create a product, process or business
is increasingly distributed over individuals, organisations
and societies
• Even to make a simple product, like a glass, has
become far more difficult than just 30 years ago
• The challenging disruptions come from other sectors,
from technologies developed in niches
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Shifting from innovation to
innovation systems
• Innovation is mostly observed at the firm
• In innovation systems:
• The emphasis is mainly on the dynamics, process and
transformation of knowledge and learning into desired
outputs within an adaptive and complex economic system
• It is about the ‘systemic’ patterns of interactions between the
various actors
• “the network of institutions in the public and private sector
whose activities and interactions initiate, import and diffuse
new technologies”

Technological capability
• Is the distributed ability to make effective use of
technological knowledge in efforts to assimilate, use,
adapt and change existing technologies
• It is easier to copy physical technologies than to
develop the appropriate social technologies
(institutions, networks, regulations, companies, etc.)
• It takes a deliberate process of developing and modifying
the appropriate social technologies and institutional
arrangements
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Mapping technological capability
Framework conditions and the incentives they provide that encourage
individuals, teams, companies and supporting organisations to experiment,
innovate and take risks

Technological
institutions/companies

Indirect support by public &
private education providers

Meso organisations enable upgrading, reduces cost of
trying new ideas, support problem solving, demonstrate
new technologies, reduce coordination costs
Pressure on enterprises to compete, collaborate & solve problems
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Meso organisations
• Are targeted interventions designed to address :
• Patterns of underperformance in the economy or
industries
• Persistent or temporary market failures
• To achieve structural adjustment

• It could be a program, or an organization
• It is not exclusively public sector funded
• In most cases transfers tacit or formal knowledge
in the form of public or mixed goods
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Rate of change

Technological change outpaces
institutional capability
Institutional
adaptability

Technologies change
exponentially, while
institutions change
incrementally

Technology

Time
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Global Technological Capability
assessment
Initial level of technology

Indicators based on
• Quality of research
system
• Patent applications
• R&D expenditure
• ICT infrastructure
• Skill level of the
population (literacy)
• Quality of the
governance system
• Corruption in public and
private sector
• Efficiency of government
Change of technology
FAGERBERG, J. & SRHOLEC, M. 2017. Capabilities, economic development, sustainability.
Cambridge Journal of Economics, Vol. 41 pp. 905-926.
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RSA in the Digital Evolution Index
Stand out

Stall out

Break out
Watch out
Slow moving

Steadily moving

Rapidly advancing

CHAKRAVORTI, B. & CHATURVEDI, R.S. 2017. Digital Planet 2017. How competitiveness and trust in the digital economies vary across the world.
The Fletcher School’s Institute for Business in the Global Context.
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RSA in the Atlas for Economic Complexity
The product space
depicts the
connectedness between
products, based on the
similarities of know-how
required to produce
them

RSA ranked #64

Source: http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu
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RSA Declining Economic Complexity

Source: http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu (own calculations)
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Economic development through
technological change is hampered by
• Search and discovery costs
• High coordination costs of simultaneous
investments
• Missing or ineffective public goods
• Indivisibilities or economies of scale
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Patterns that I see from my research and
investigations
• Our policies are mainly focused on formal organisations, explicit
knowledge transfer;
• Not on organisations that transfer knowledge through problem solving,
technology extension, business advice

• We tend to conflate knowledge and education, technology and
innovation
• Our industries are mainly scanning within narrow tracks, while
disruptions are coming from other sectors
• The key to improving an innovation system is about networking
diverse actors around interesting problems
• We are managing projects, not creating public goods / capabilities
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Assessing innovation culture
• https://tinyurl.com/yygll2yr
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